Connecting Minds and Machines: Decoding Brain Activity during vision perception through the Lens of AI
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ABSTRACT

The human brain processes an immense volume of visual information daily, relying on intricate neural mechanisms to perceive and interpret these stimuli. Recent advancements in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have enabled scientists to decode this visual information from brain activity patterns. This research aims to integrate multiple neural data modalities to enhance the decoding of brain activity into meaningful images and text. Utilizing cutting-edge image captioning models, contrastive learning, and latent diffusion models, our approach shows significant progress in brain decoding. We employ datasets like the Natural Scenes Dataset (NSD) and THINGS-MEG, and present methods that outperform existing techniques in brain captioning and image reconstruction. Our findings highlight the potential for future research and applications in brain-computer interfaces and clinical diagnostics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In our everyday lives, we primarily interact with the world through our sense of vision. We are constantly able to recognize our surroundings, categorize objects, infer relationships, and extract semantic meanings from what we see. Our brain is perpetually processing this sensory information, generating useful representations that facilitate further inferences and thoughts. Our research addresses two main questions: how can we understand and decode these representations, and how well can we measure these representations using non-invasive methods? To address these questions, we developed AI pipelines to map stimuli representations between the latent spaces of large pretrained models and the brain. Our work explores various tasks, including decoding (reconstructing the actual seen image from neural activity), encoding (predicting brain activity from the stimulus using computational models), and neural modality conversion (predicting, for example, fMRI activity from EEG). Advancing our understanding of the human brain through artificial intelligence is a primary goal of our research, while the ultimate objective is to decipher brain activity and develop powerful brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). In this work, we focused on image perception measured using fMRI because it is non-invasive and provides high spatial resolution compared to other modalities [2]. The cornerstone of our research is the idea that the brain extracts semantic and detailed information from sensory outputs, and these representations are nonlinear with respect to the stimuli [12]. Furthermore, these representations can be captured by non-invasive neural recordings to some extent. Based on this hypothesis, we demonstrate how deep datasets (few subjects, extensive data per subject) coupled with large pretrained models can be used to map between these two spaces (brain and latent space of these models) using simple regularized methods. Our research journey began by showing that decoding semantics is possible and progressively became more ambitious. We have shown that it is possible to decode text and images from the visual cortex [6] and to overcome individual differences [5], achieving cross-subject decoding [7]. Recently,

Figure 1: Schematic examples of the tasks involved in this work include decoding, encoding, and modality conversion. The decoding pipeline involves training a neural decoder to predict the latent representation of images, starting from brain activity to retrieve or generate plausible images. The encoding pipeline has the reverse objective: training an image-to-brain encoder to predict brain activity based on image content. Finally, the modality conversion experiment focuses on reconstructing or retrieving one type of neural data from another, such as converting EEG data to fMRI data.
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our research has expanded to align different datasets and modalities to encode, decode, and convert modalities between EEG, MEG, and fMRI [4, 8]. Fig 1 shows some of the task involved in this research.

2 METHODS

The key pillars of this research are: adopting an AI-based approach to neural data analysis and mapping brain activity to latent representations of pretrained models. Unlike traditional methods that use shallow data from many patients, our focus is on deep datasets with fewer subjects but a large number of stimuli per subject. We explore advanced methods like convolutional neural networks, multimodal models, knowledge distillation, and contrastive learning to map brain activity to latent representations of stimuli. This enables us to reconstruct perceived images and predict brain activity based on visual stimuli. The datasets used in this research include Generic Object Decoding [11], BOLD5000 [3], and Natural Scenes Dataset for fMRI [1], ImageNet-EEG [14] and THINGS-EEG2 for EEG [10], and THINGS-MEG [9] for MEG, covering complex scenes with 1200 to 10000 stimuli per subject. This provides rich, detailed data for advanced AI models. The study contributions are as follows:

Multimodal Decoding of Human Brain Activity [5]: Using fMRI data from the NSD, this study decodes brain activity into meaningful images and captions with the Generative Image-to-text Transformer (GIT) [15] and latent diffusion models [13], showcasing the potential of AI in understanding brain functions and reconstructing textual and visual descriptions of what was seen during the experiment.

We further extended this framework to work across subjects and generalize beyond subjective differences using a linear functional alignment technique [7].

Finally, in Towards Neural Foundation Models for Vision [8]: In this study we use contrastive learning to align neural data with visual stimuli representations across EEG, MEG, and fMRI datasets. It performs decoding, encoding, and modality conversion tasks, creating unified representations that offer deeper insights into brain activity. These experiments assess the models’ performance in decoding visual information from neural data and encoding images into neural representations, including predicting fMRI activity from EEG data. The models demonstrate high accuracy in both tasks, confirming their robustness and versatility. This research bridges the gap between neural activity and AI-based representations, paving the way for advancements in brain-computer interfaces and cognitive neuroscience.

3 RESULTS

Our research demonstrated significant advancements in decoding brain activity using advanced AI models. Across multiple experiments involving fMRI, EEG, and MEG datasets, we achieved high accuracy in both decoding and encoding tasks. In [5] starting from fMRI data from the Natural Scenes Dataset (NSD), our model, which combines the Generative Image-to-text Transformer (GIT) and latent diffusion models, accurately decoded brain activity into meaningful images and textual descriptions. This supports the model’s capability to capture and reproduce complex semantic features of visual stimuli in their neural representations. We followed up this work with [7] where we demonstrated that using functional alignment is possible to align neural representations decode images even across subjects, saving up to 90% of the scanning time. We also found evidence that is possible to perform decoding across different datasets, acquired with different machines and paradigms. Finally, by aligning neural data with visual stimuli representations through contrastive learning, we tested our framework across EEG, MEG, and fMRI datasets. The results demonstrated the model’s ability to capture semantic information and perform tasks such as decoding, encoding, and modality conversion. Our experiments on projecting neural data into a common representation space and retrieving visually related images confirmed the model’s robustness. We achieved high accuracy in both decoding visual information from neural data and encoding images into neural representations. The results indicate that it is feasible to predict fMRI activity from EEG data, further showcasing the versatility of our approach. Overall, the results affirm that our computational approach effectively captures and decodes various semantic features from neural data, aligning well with human evaluations and providing a solid foundation for further research in brain-computer interfaces. Details about all the pathway of this research can be found at https://shorturl.at/Ezw5i along with reconstructed images from brain activity, methodological details, full papers and code for reproducibility.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This research demonstrates the potential of advanced AI models to decode complex semantic information from neural activity, with significant implications for brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). Our high accuracy in decoding and encoding tasks shows that AI can effectively interpret and reconstruct visual experiences, validating our computational methods against human evaluations. However, the study has limitations, including a limited number of subjects, focus on visual stimuli, and substantial computational resources required. Future research should extend these techniques to other modalities such as videos, language, imagery, and music, and explore cross-modal decoding and encoding. Developing real-time decoding systems, creating adaptive models personalized to individual users, and focusing on underrepresented stimuli like abstract concepts and emotions will further enhance the applicability and accuracy of BCIs. By addressing these areas, future work can overcome current limitations and expand the scope of cognitive neuroscience and AI applications. Furthermore, while we use AI models to simulate brain activity, these models may not fully capture the complexity of our minds. When decoding information from the brain using this pipeline, we must be mindful of these limitations and respect neural privacy. Decoded information may reflect model errors and training data biases rather than the human subject’s true brain activity, so it is crucial not to regard these outputs as definitive representations of brain function.

However, our research has demonstrated significant results across various datasets and configurations, providing evidence that, to some extent, these models can effectively simulate brain activity. Additionally, vision perception can be decoded from neural activity in a non-invasive manner.
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